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frequently but rushes at them and noses
aside

Sometimes the pehor Is lifted by the
man in Uie brtwa J the boat drifts out
wardi Jve huftdned feet from the shore
It ma i e above ahole thirty feet deep

to dose a chub through
both llpe atM powering it nearly to the
Bottom If a is loafing in the

water it take hold and If It does
ft will fight with ardor for five minutes-
U being aided by the weight of
the water above-

If the anchor la out it is nearly certain-
to make for the anchor rope and endeavor
to wind the line about It and if it suc-
ceeds in this it will inevitably break away

The pickerel though It has much muscle
and runs to pounds is only a five
minute fighter after all and soon
grow sullen sinking to the bottom and
lyinK there until started by a
succession of Jerks lifting its head up

It is llttlfc trouble to find a among
the elms oaks or maples which grow on
the hills sweeping down to the water
Most of the American lakes are spring fed
and it Is to imagine water
Is clearer 01 sweeter

There Is always plenty of dry wood ly
around and a fire Is soon started

The boat campfire Is made by building-
It against the side of an old log A nat-
ural draught comes In this way and the
coals are soon rjeady

The smoke upward among the
green branches trail the
sky and the nesting robins or warblers
are disturbed by It While one man has
brought water from the and set

to boll anotlTer Is peeling the
potatoes another cleaning fish and an
other sitting still and giving directions-
In the division of labor there is speed

The thousand sights And sounds of the
woodland are open to the A
tree rat alarmed scurries Into a burrow-
at the base of a stump Twenty feet
away two ground squirrels eaten by curi-
osity aro perched upon a log with tails
curled and eyes glancing

A woodchuck wandering too far from
his home may stare stupidly for a mo-
ment then lumber away at a speed
wholly startling in a thing of so clumsy
build If the lake Is In tho northwestern
woods the will see from one to a
half dozen porcupines which are so ac-

customed to depending upon their quills
for protection that they are not much
afraid of man or of anything else

Certainly t at this season the woods
wherever be are alive with bird
sounds Their warbling and trilling tickle
tho car while the palate Is getting ready
to be tickled by the food Few men how
ever experienced are able to spend a
day In this way without observing some
new variety of flyer or some new trick in
an old variety

Good appetite always waits feast
ors The air and the sunshine
the leaves and the water make for hurl
ger

A SPORT FOR KINGS

No Music in the World Like the
Whirr of a Reel
Denver Republican

While Colorado Is often referredtoaa
the trout fishermans paradise It does
not follow that all Colorado fishermen-
are devoted to this king of the small
streams and lakes On the contrary
there are many Colorado fishermen who
find little excitement in hooking and
playing the trout for the reason that

have tasted the joys of tarpon
fishing off the coast of Texas and

iuently eanr ot qontent themselves
withany tamer sport

There are many of these Texas tar-
pon fishermen In Denver but J E Ma
son is probably the most enthusiastic-
as well as the most expert of the lot
Mr Mason is one f the pioneers of
tarpon fishing if such a term is per
missible He Is one of the oldest mem-
bers of the Tarpon club at Sport
Texas and has been the means of In
ducing many Denver men to join this
club To his friendly advice many a
man has owed a fine seasons sport in
the blue waters of the Gulf of Mexico
and the Colorado contingent in Texas
would be small indeed ifit had not
been for Mr Masons example for
yet the advantages of Texas in the
matter of fishing are comparatively-
little known The better advertised re-
sorts of Florida arid California catch

1
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mdst of the tarpon fishermen At
these resorts the man who fishes for
tarpon Is luoky if his expenses are
under 10 a day and he is also lucky-
if be gets so much as a strike in two
or three days of hard work but off
the coast of Texas where Mr Mason
and his Colorado companions fish there
are cheap and excellent accommoda-
tions for the man who must practice
economy while the tarpon are so much
more numerous that It is nothing for
the novice to get as high as six good
strikes in one day Of course the

novice does not always land his six

I

¬

fish but as Mr Kipling would say If
he had ever tackled tarpon fishing
that another variation of the tale

According to he man who has once
played tf rarpon there Is nothing else

in the piscetsrlal line that will give so
much bloodquickening excitement to
the minute When a tarpon strikes
and starts off with the big handforged
hook in his mouth there is a long fight

fight that never lets up The
fish Is full of rushes and surprises It
will jump high in the air sometimes
going ten or twelve feet over the sur-
face of the water shaking the water
In showers from its silvery sides When
a tarpon jumps it never fails to throw
its whole body clear of the water Then
It is likely to make a turn and rush at
the boat at an express train rate of
speed There is no such thing as reel-
ing In the line when such a rush is
made All the fisherman can do is to
see that he keeps his line clear of the
sides of the boat when the big fish goes
under Then with both thumbs pressed
hard on the brake and with the reel

fishermans ear tarpon ex
pettWbegins ahelong work of tiring the
fish so that the monster can be con
quered The fight Is never over until
the is pulled upon the beach
for this magnificent is probably the
only finny fighter that knows not a
moment exhaustion or that
dos a streak of
Fishermen who have tackled every
thing from trout muskellunge and sal
mon of northern waters to the leaping
tuna the WngflsCh and the sea bass of
southern California declare that not
one of these varieties can compare with
the tarpon All other fish know

of sulking but the tarpon never
ceases to leap and struggle until he is
out x C his natlve element

There are many other varieties of fish
in gulf waters that

will make a fight at the start that will

the tarpon This fish makes ferocious
rushes but unlike its more powerful

fish and pike also afford good sport

make eating as do countless
other varieties of gulf fish The man
eating shark makes things

sortie enormous specinftns of these fish
have been The shark is a
heavy stubborn fighter but there Is

little dash and excitement in landing
He is more determined than

tricky and it Is only
I gins to get him to

I
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would be delIght
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be found near at hand
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citement Is over The jack fish Jew

There are ty ot weakfish or
i speckled trout to be caught They

exciting for the tarpon fishermen and
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a light tarpon line
The tarpon tackle has undergone

some changes in recent years one of
the most important
that a cottonline ig better than a linen
one for this kind of fishing Mr Ma-
son Is credited discovery He
had lost many a good fish by the
breaking of his strong linen lines and
he finally came to the conclusion that
linen was too stiff The tarpon leap-
ing high in the air would contrive to
fall athwart the line snapping it like
thread A cotton line was substituted-
and it was found that the natural
stretch or give would balk the

at his favorite game Consequent-
ly the cotton line Is now being general-
ly adopted by tarpon fishermen and will
probably become standard Another
innovation which was introduced by
Mr Mason and which will doubtless
prove a great benefit to the sport in
general Is the custom of not killing the
fish Most tarpon fishermen seek only
the sport and consequently It is a
cruel and unnecessary thing to kill so
noble a fish for no purpose Mr Mason
counted it a kill when he had landed
his fish Then the tarpon was unhooked
and thrown back into the breakers
somewhat tired but capable of quick
recovery This example has been gen-
erally followed and in consequence
thousands of tarpon are now swimming
about in the gulf bearing hook marks
but otherwise capable of putting up as
rushing fight as ever

Any time from June to October will
afford the tarpon fisherman plenty of
sport The tarpon is a fish
and at the first touch of cold weather
wlll depart for the coast of Mexico He
Is followed south by some enthusiasts-
and there are plenty of fishermen who
put In the winter months at Tamplco
Unless the water is muddy there Is
ways ample sport In the five months
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named
Mr Mason intends to have a try at

the giant squid or devilfish that Is
common along the southern coast of
Mexico This fish Is called by the na-
tives the blanket fish and In appear
ance It Is said to look like an island-
It is capable of upsetting and smash
Ing a boat and even when it has been
hooked most fishermen have been con
tent to cut the line and let the fish es
cape In order to kill such a mon-
ster a fisherman must be provided with
a special harpoon and an unusually
large fishing boat Even then the
question of landing one will be more
than doubtful as the devilfish lives up
to its name when it comes to putting-
up a fight

FOB FISHERMENS LUCK

Sow Expert Anglers Catch Fish on
Days When They Are Not Biting

Chicago Inter Ocean
Anybody can catch fish when they

are biting The power of the trueborn
angler is shown in his ability to catch
them some of they are
biting or not

To do this he must know the charac-
teristics of the fish the characteristics-
of the stream and the weather and the
characteristics or bait To know bait
which carries with it the knowledge of
how and when to use bait almost
makes the angler

Nobody ever gets any nearer to an
understanding of the whims of fish
than to know that the whims exist It
is within the experience of every rod
man that on one day bass will break
their backs for minnows and on the
next day the same bass in the same
pools will not look at minnows but
there never lived an ichthyologist wise
enough to do more than guess why
this is so

The trueborn angler demonstrates
his skill by keeping his mouth shut
finding out what the fish want and rak-
ing them in while imitation anglers
above and below him are perspiring
swearing and getting nothing And let

themwhether
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no imbue mind with the
brown stained pages of Walton and
imagine that fishing is all calm phil-
osophy contemplation and absorption-
of the beauties of animate and Inani
mate nature There is a lot of hard
work and swearing In as
much swearing as in golf

The trueborn angler will know for
instance that there are certain seasons-
In which certain baits are the best he
will know that there are certain sea
sons In which certain baits are of no
use at all Past years have taught him
that it Is along in the heat of August
when the fish are lying deep that the
frog is most fatal to the bass that
early in spring angleworms will often
prove effective when all else is worth
less that the minnow which swims a
yard or two deep is of finer flesh and
better flavor and more vivacity and
vigor than the topwater minnow and
therefore a better lure but when he
has learned these things he is only
completing his apprenticeship-

The trueborn angler
understands these baits and knows how
and where to get them but he must
also know baits which it is wise to
substitute for them he must be able
in a nuuuier to create or Invent baits

Often he evolves something which
proves killing when every known lure
falls Of was the first man
who thought to use a strip of white
bacon fat simulating a minnow

Doubtless on that day everything had
failed him dojubtl ss he reasoned that
as bacon fat was white it might be
made to look Iik6 a small fish when
traveling through the water doubtless
he reasoned that as deer will go miles
through the woods to lick salty earth
fish sometimes need or would like a
taste of salt The result of this rea
soning was a full basket of green or
black beauties and information

transmitted to his rivals
Of this order too was the inventor

of the metal spoon which whirls
through the water and decoys swim
mers to their ruin Doubtless he be
gan with a piece of tin and a thousand
artificial lures have grown out of this

i experment
For it Is established that there are

i days when bass will disdain all forms
j of food whatever and will strike only
at deceiving metaL TheyWill even
disdain the metal if a bit of genuine
food be attached to it

I Putting aside all the manufactured
deceptions with which fish are taken

j there are some men who know natural
baits thoroughly and these men know

I any book or ever will be because there
t are a great variety of living things

which bass and trout like and to be
acquainted with these things is to have
a wide learning of insects and small
creatures which live in and out of the
water-

A man may put in two months of ayear in acquiring mastery of the great
j division of grasshoppers and at the

end be far front complete Many pee
pie go upon the streams with expensive
tackle who have no knowledge of how
valuable the grasshoppers are much
less of bpw and where to catch them
what kinds to catch and how to impale
themThe Fat Brown Grasshopper1

Green frogs are said to be better than
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brown which Is probably pure faddism
but It is certain that brown grasshop-
pers are better than green and the rea-
son of it Is that green grasshoppers
when they flutter water or
just above it look much like leaves
and so are little apt to attract the fish
unless it be close enough to distinguish-
the legs and wings

Above price is the fat grasshopper-
an inch and a half long which has a
dull brown back and yellowish belly
with reddish spots showing when Its
wings open More than once the cred
it of fame of the trueborn angler had
been rescued from peril by two or three
of these godsends caught under an old
straw hat after a breathless chase in
a nearby meadow

They were hooked securely just back
of the wings and let downsently from
some bluff above a dark pool the an
gler meanwhile securely hidden and as
they touch the water and their pinions
buzzed there came a savage upward
rush from far below and the cleft
water foaed and the loud reel sang
Its saga of war In late July when
the heat plunges downward shafts and
the cicada drones on the bark In
those two first golden weeks of Au-
gust the month which theJlrench re-
publicans called Fructidor the grass
hopper Is the thing

There is the field ro use now On
days when all is lost ave honor the
field mouse will decoy the oldest big
gest and wisest of bass or trout be-
cause it is delicious attracts the eyes
of every denizen of the pool from the
turtle under the decayed log on the
bottom to the little minnow swimming
close to bank and Is easily overtaken

t many field mice tall to the lot of
bass or trout and they value them ac-
cordingly This little animal may be
found and captured by him who knows
how and values it according to its
merit

It lives close by a fence or near the
roots of some old tree In going down
the corn rows if the grass be specially
thick and tangled by a stalk it will
be well to examine it

When the mouse is started it will
show much less activity than the house
mouse will run only a little way and
may stop In the open Its small facul-
ties seem to be paralyzed by fright
and It may be plckeaup with the hand

If the hook be put ii iily through
the skin of the back and it be dropped
gently upon the water it will swim
desperately for shore making slow
progress however and the tiny circles
from Its struggles will go all over the
surface

There never was a field mouse yet
on any sort of day which safely made
the passage of a trout pool and in
variably the fish which takes the hook
will be one of the largest and most
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savage of its kind This fish seems
to say to the smaller fellows Stand
back Minnows and frogs are good
enough for you when I am not hun
gry but this tidbit Is mine

There are men fat and gray who
when they hear the call of the jocund
woods leave their sons and
to run the business and go after the
fishes front early May until late Octo-
ber These ate the men who find out
things about natural baits and some-
times keep them secret until they are
betrayed by accident

Fat and gray as they are they have
been known on fruitless days in nas
cent June to climb tall trees and risk
their necks on limbs exploring
squirrel nests The twoInch squirrel-
is almost as good as the field mouse
All fish which see it know that it has
no business in the water and believe
that it has fallen inP through mis
chance and will get out unless stopped

A light fivefoot cane
handle is Just as good a butterfly net
as ever was made and the trueborn
angler knows how to use It Many
butterflies and moths are attractive
both to trout and bass and will cause
them to strike when coarse foods will
not tempt them

The dipnet is good for grasshoppers-
and it Is also good for the small green
tree frog which Willaisometlmes act
well when the water
lessThere are certain stones along the
banks under which one may find hel
gramites without fault and others
which have nothing under them The
helgramite is an old standby but is
not so good as some other forms

There are flat stones lie
half in and half out of the water and
they are lurking places for crayfish
The of the bass for crayfish
is fluctuating For tko weeks they
will refuse to take the crayfish and
then there will come a day when they
are eager for nothing else

It Is not good practice to detach the
claws of the crayfish or to
the tail The trss Is used to seeing
the miniature lobster and to catching
and eating it when It had all its mem

far out

dip net Ith a

frogs re rth
c

too which
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bers and 1 in nowise afraid of the
claws or horny body

The crayfish is seized tall first Its
habit of darting backward facilitating-
this operation and it should be hooked-
so that the tail may be attached

hindrance from the line
Larvae white grubs from rotten logs

cocoons from leaves and tree trunks
large files mosquito hawks mussels
and various kinds of fish files have
their uses Each Is good in a certain
water at a certain time

Dead trunks in the pine slashings
contain white hornbilled grubs called
sawyers often bass and trout will
take them when earth worms ar nosed
Contemptuously aside

In most of the lakes In the north is
a small slender perch like an imma
ture bass in build which has scarlet
fins If the two rear ventral fins be-
taken off leaving a strip of white skin
two inches long attached to them they
will prove a killing bait for bass on
some afternoons when nothing else
seems avail

Occasions are rare when fish will bite
at nothing at alL It is the province
of the angler to keep trying them
with all of the things within his knowl
edge and if he has the learning and
patience and Industry the chances are
that he will fill his creel while other
men go fishless to bed

Even In the manner of attaching nat-
ural baits there is a distinct art Al-
most as much depends upon this as
upon the manner of casting or still
fishing

The bait should in all instances be
fastened so that It will present a nat
ural appearance when In the water and
its appearance In water is often the re
verse of its appearance in air Things
which swim such as mlnnowu and
frogs should be permitted to swim
and for this be so far
as is possible left unhampered There
are men who hook frogs through the
legs and minnows through the taU but
the act is a confession of their lack
of skill

Old boys remember that when they
were young boys they were exceed-
ingly careful in the manner offasten
ing their earthworms They took one
worm and strung it upon the hook
covering the hook from point to eye
let being careful not to expose a speck-
of the metal else the charm was
broken Then they spat upon the lure
and lowered it into the brook

They want to know why this is not
done now The answer is that It Is

small boys with trousers roTh
up and legs brown to the knees just
It used to be done The boys

hair upon their temples thinned from
much rubbing with the world when
they use angleworms at all use them
in bunches string half a dozen of them
on the hook leaving point and barb
exposed not spitting at all and so
catching trout and bass sometimes
when every lure and fly In the box has
proved worthless

Indeed when all is said and done tegreatest of all baits the steadiest the
one is responsible for most fish
year in and out fish of all kinds sizes
and tempers Is the humble
which Darwin has said Is good for
more things than to add to the self
esteem Of early bird
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Coronation

These were one of the new things
that were gotten out for corona-
tion

But coronation didnt take place
So these are one of the things

that have been thrown on the mar
ketHasnt hurt the quality of the
bag though

lessened the cleverness of
the Idea

And hasnt detracted any from
the beauty

Just taken about half off the
price

Seventyfive cents each
Look in our Main street window
Others there too up to J1000

F C SCHRAA1M

Prescription Druggist

Where the cars stop StComicK

Utahs Finest Mountain Resort

Opens July 1st A A PRATT Mgr

600 acres of pine quaking asp birch
and maple groves Fifteen miles front
city Morning and stage and
train service both restaurant
dancing cottages furnished and unfur-
nished tents store daily meat and
express service for for coun-
try homes 1 to Booklet on re

City Agency ROYAL B YOUNG S3

This coal business
must be pretty slow for
Bamberger Why I

bought a ton in May and
weve got of it left
yet That good coal lasts
longer than most kinds

Thats what
Johnson said

Refurnished and Refitted Throughout-
The Most Popular

SUMMER RESORTi-
n the State

The FAMOUS IDAXHA
LITHIA WATER served free

Opens May 15 Closes Oct 25

For ratesand further particulars address
T WOODALL

Soda Springs Idaho
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Amalgam or Silver FUllogr M
Gold fillings SL90 and up
Teeth cleaned 91 03
Solid gold crowns 3 00

work peT tootU 35 8-

9Gran aid Bridge Work a Special

over the eyes through the
temples or at the base of
the brain that headache

will not relieve and
to wear ofI Is

probably caused by eye-
strain so proper glasses
orju relieve It See us about

Schramm O D
Expert Refractionist 20S9

Atlas Block Phone 1M5K

M FRIEDMAN GO

145 Main St Progress Bldg

Complete Stock of

INS CLOTHING AND HATS

FURNISHING GOODS

BOYS and CHILDRENS SUITS-

We carry only the most satisfactory
wellfinished uptodate
coodc

INK AT HALF PRICEB-
est Standard Makes

QUARTS 50c PINTS 25c
Stock Up and Save Money Sale lasts

10

The Breeden Supply Co
62 West 2nd Soutlj

BREITENBUR6ER PORTLAND CEMENT

Carman HERCULES Brand
STRONGEST AND FINEST CEMEN

IMPORTED
Now being used on City Public Work

For Sale by P J MORAN
Board of Trade Salt Lake

Utah
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Invigorating-

Bathi

The
Captivating

Dance

4

NO DUST

NO

tUE COOlST PltE
YOU

CAN fiND

I

DIRT

i i

SAlTAIR
I TO SE

JULY 24TH
You Fid Eve for a

ENLARGED ORCHESTRA

Ice of

Dont M-s

ROUND TRIP 25 Cents
1 o4 W s

A

THE PLACE

Bequisite
Outing

Bathing Pacilities
Best Train Service

the Electric Theatre and
of Relics

Biggest Circus in the World Comes to Salt Lake 6-

RINGLING
I

BROS
WORLDS GRETEST SHOWS CIC-
TH EON LY S
GIRAFFE
KNOWN TO EXIST

rns
ENTIRE WORLD

WAS THE PRICE
IHE COST

NOT A MILLION NEYE

NORA MILLION

TIMES A AOT
BUY

rhe

tIRAFFE

Wll-
flINTHE I I

q11ooo1 HUMAN

LL

MILLION

GOULD

1000 PEOPLE 500 HORSES

100 GAGES OF WILD ANIMALS

30 ELEPHANTS 20 CAMELS

300 CIRCUS
3 RINGS
14 MILE RACE TRACK

PERFORMER

65 DOUBLE LENGTH GABS

WEALTH

Enormous STREET PARADE
OF 30 SUBDIVISIONS

3700000 CAPITAL INVESTED

ACTUAL DAILY EXPENSE

12 ACRES OF TENTED

t

7400
Every Act and Original FeatureJ-

ohn OBriens latest and Greatest Success IH ri EQUINE BALLET
MILITANT Nest Gorgeous Horse Spectacle Ever Created A fortune
Expended in Costumes and Trappings

CAPTAIN WEBBS FAMOUS JUGGLING SEALS
More Than Half the Elephants in America Trained in an Act Never Seen

Until This Year
60 AEBIALISTS introducing the Worldfamous HighWire Gymnasts

HOLXOWAY TRIO and the Greatest of All European
TTTR DUNBAHS and THE BANVABDS

60 in One Magnificent headed by the Great Nelson

30 GREAT RIDERS presenting the Greatest Company of Famous Horse-
men and Horsewomen Ever Organized 12 Menage of

Renown
40 Famous Funmaking Clowns 50 Musicians

IK HTTTTTJ T

Big New Free Street Parade Every Morning at 10 Oclock
One 50c Ticket Admits to Everything Children Under 12 Half

Price Special Cheap Excursions on nil railroads
TWO COMPLETE EXHIBITIONS AFTEHNOONT AT 2 NIGHT AT 8

SALT LAKE CITY WEDNESDAY AUG 6
Exhibition Grounds Eighth South and Fourth West Reserved Numbered

Day at the Smith Drug Co Corner Main

Unlike other prices at downtown office are exactly the sameas
charged at show grounds

UTAH MINING MACHINERY SUPPLY CO

224 and 226 South West Temple fI-

teyner Drills and Air Compressors

Steam Hoists and Horse Whims
Ore Cars Grizzleys Steel Wire Rope

Giant Powder Fuse and Caps

Air Pipe Valves and Fittings

Utah Mining Machinery Supply Co-

J E GALIGHER Manager

t Telephone No 303

Green FeLncy Imported
Groceries

Meats
Poultry Etc

No 344
No 965
No 966

267269271 South Main Street
SALT LAKE CITY UTAH

Wholesale
Retail

Wholesale
Especially

7CUPIDEHE
This great

It topsail losses J r Cay or Jit Frerents quietness of diactirre

restores ersau wesjc organs

CUPiDEXS the paly

I
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Acrobat Cong

Rider
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Year

Seat Admission
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